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troutslammer wrote:
muskratnymph1 wrote:
You don't have to compete, but come watch and I bet you will learn something.

Oh, you're inevitably right but you see, you're also wrong. You're so wrong, you've gone past wrong and come
out right, that's how amazingly wrong you are.
Think about that, if the concepts of right and wrong were time-space, you've just gone through the worm hole,
the tesseract, you've folded space like a third stage guild navigator and come out so far on the opposite end of
wrong that you have to use the word right, even though its wrong.
Got it? That's how wrong you are.
I'd learn lots of things about things that are the inverse of anything that matters, and all it would do is further
enforce the stunningly obvious Truth, of which I am right.

Quote:

troutslammer wrote:
muskratnymph1 wrote:
Gfen do you not think there is anything you could learn by watching guys who fly fish competitively ? fly
fishing competitions are not for everybody but just because you do not like them doesn't mean that you
have to bad mouth them either. any kind of competition makes a person better in my opinion , kinda like
the old saying goes "hard to soar like an eagle when you are surrounded by crows "

Oddly enough, I challenge you to find my badmouthing competitions in this thread. I didn't. I just stated their a
grandiose waste of time. A sort of fly fishing shared masturbatory experience in which dozens of men and

women stand about and congradulate each other on a job each one could complete on their own without much
in the need of congradulations.
Some people need that, some don't. I actually don't care if you do. More power to you because it doesn't impact
my universe one bit. Sean is a fine example of this. He's made it abundantly clear that he can do lots of
non-invasive things that are simply peachy for his life and lifestyle, and good for him. I wouldn't seek to take
away one iota of his experiences, but should the universe snap its anthromorphic fingers one day and this entire
competition thing vanish from our collective intelligence, you'll find that nothing would have changed because in
the end, it didn't matter.
Yeah, 30' leaders. Woo!
So, as I said in the beginning, there's not a damned thing to be learned from competition, with the possible
exception of things that shouldn't be learned. In through the out door; between Semtex and utopia; wasn't there
yesterday, tomorrow not yet.

